Compared with traditional algorithms for long metagenomic sequence classification, characterizing microorganisms' taxonomic and functional abundance based on tens of millions of very short reads are much more challenging. We describe an efficient composition and phylogeny-based algorithm [Metagenome Composition Vector (MetaCV)] to classify very short metagenomic reads (75-100 bp) into specific taxonomic and functional groups. We applied MetaCV to the Meta-HIT data (371-Gb 75-bp reads of 109 human gut metagenomes), and this single-read-based, instead of assembly-based, classification has a high resolution to characterize the composition and structure of human gut microbiota, especially for low abundance species. Most strikingly, it only took MetaCV 10 days to do all the computation work on a server with five 24-core nodes. To our knowledge, MetaCV, benefited from the strategy of composition comparison, is the first algorithm that can classify millions of very short reads within affordable time.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have opened a new era in the field of metagenomics (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , by providing much higher throughput and lower cost to sequence DNA directly taken from environmental samples. The application of NGS technologies on studies of microorganisms in human gut (6) (7) (8) (9) , oral cavity and skin, has greatly revealed the relationship of microorganisms to human disease, like adiposity, high blood pressure and dental cavity. NGS technologies also benefit the studies of bacterial communities in soil (1, 2) , deep ocean (3, 4) and even ancient specimens (5) . The fast expansion of NGS-based metagenomics calls for new bioinformatic algorithms which can handle the vast amount of sequence data more efficiently and effectively. Yet, the biggest concern for bioinformaticians is not only on the amount of the sequencing data but also on their read length. As the most popular NGS platforms, Illumina and Roche/454 output sequences as short as 75-400 bp, which bring more challenges and difficulties to environmental biologists.
There are currently two types of approaches to deal with metagenomic sequences. One is alignment based, like Megan (10) , which compares short reads against coding sequences in public databases of coding genes using BlastX and then assigns them to their latest common ancestors (LCA) of targeted organisms. BlastXbased comparisons are commonly adopted to obtain fairly similar alignment between query sequences and reference proteins. Although many efforts have been made to improve the alignment speed (11, 12) , this process is still computationally expensive when working on tens of millions of very short reads. A possible solution is to first assemble the short reads into long contigs, and all subsequent analyses are based on these assembled contigs. Yet, almost all currently available assembly algorithms are designed for single genomes and require an even coverage distribution across chromosome. Applying them to assemble mass sequences from multiple species can result in heterozygous and chimeric contigs contributed by closely related species/strains and repetitive elements. Most importantly, assembly-based approaches may fail to assemble a certain amount of data, especially for those low abundance species.
The other type of approaches, i.e. Phymm (13) , TETRA (14) and PhyloPythia (15) and CD-hit (16) , uses information of oligonucleotide/oligopeptide composition for microorganism identification, because different organisms tend to have different composition patterns (17) , e.g. GC content, codon usage or recognition sites of restriction endonuclease, which could be used to recognize taxonomic source of sequenced environmental reads. Composition-based strategy greatly facilitates the fast classification of microbial communities, compared with the BlastX-based algorithms. However, most of these algorithms (14, 15) aim to work on sequence >1 kb, which require a pre-assembly of short reads into contigs and thus meet the same problem from misassembly. Furthermore, due to the complexity of microbial communities and limited number of sequenced genomes, distant related organisms are less likely to be detected by nucleotide-based algorithms comparing with those by BlastX.
In this study, we present a new composition-based approach, Metagenome Composition Vector (MetaCV), which directly works on raw short sequencing reads. Unlike any other composition-based methods, MetaCV first translates a nucleotide sequence into six-frame peptides, and these translated six-frame peptides are further decomposed to k-strings (oligopeptides of fixed length K), which are weighted and selected for further taxonomical classification based on their frequency in a pre-built reference protein database. Benefiting from this new composition-based strategy, MetaCV performs nearly as good as BlastX (even better at the Genus level), but significantly reduces the computing time ($300 Â faster) on a huge amount of metagenomic sequences. More importantly, besides focusing on taxonomic classification, MetaCV can also functionally annotate those unassembled short reads, to address the question 'what they are doing' after investigating 'who they are', and allows researchers to study the metabolic activities in microbial communities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The nature of this algorithm is to classify short reads to their most likely taxonomic group and gene function class by comparing with known proteins in the aspect of k-string similarity. As shown in Supplementary Figure  S1 , we employ a five-step strategy to process the comparison:
(1) Representing coding sequences by composition vectors of oligopeptide MetaCV adopts frequencies of amino acid strings as features for classification as they are more conserved among far related species. Given a protein sequence with length L, we count the number of appearances of strings of a fixed length K in the sequence, and there are totally N ¼ 20 K possible types of such strings. The collection of such frequencies is also known as 'term frequency' (TF) in the field of text mining. We also adopt 'inverse document frequency' (IDF) to weight different types of strings by different signal strength for inferring composition similarities between gene pairs. Given a k-string and an organism tree d f g of the protein set, IDF of the string is defined as IDFðÞ ¼ log
f g j j represents the total number of nodes in the organism tree and
jstands for the number of nodes including organisms containing this string and internal nodes on the paths to their LCA.
(2) Building of a k-string composition database for reference genes MetaCV calculates TF-IDF values for all possible strings as components to form a composition vector for each gene. A reference database contains a collection of all gene vectors and a correlation matrix for each pair of genes. The correlation CðA, BÞ between any two sequences A and B is calculated as the cosine similarity of the two representative vectors in the N-dimensional composition space as described in (18) . MetaCV calculates correlations for any pair of proteins with at least three 6-mers shared by them, and the final correlation matrix includes 3 Â 10 9 values, which used 12 Gb space by using strategy of compressed sparse row. In this analysis, which contains 5 million proteins from 1691 organisms, a memory of 26 Gb (almost identical to the sum of db files) is required for downstream read binning. MetaCV adopts an open reading frame (ORF) searching strategy similar to OrfPredictor (19) , which is designed for expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Each frame is evaluated individually to give complete/partial ORF candidates in cases of having/lacking of start/stop codons. These candidates are then compared with all proteins in the database, and only the one who has the optimal correlation score, is considered as the correct translation and kept for further analysis. Users could also use a third party gene finders, i.e. MetaGene (20) to translate short reads into amino acid sequences as an alternative input for MetaCV. For paired-end reads which are resulted from DNA libraries with short insert size, both two ends of a given read pair are evaluated together, and the strand information is also taken into account. 
Complete prokaryotic proteomes as references
We have included all prokaryotic complete genomes that had been publicly available by April 2012 at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (22) . Altogether 1691 organisms from 1023 prokaryotic species distributed in 578 genera, 230 families, 113 orders, 53 classes and 32 phyla are included in our complete genome collection. When a genome consists of more than one chromosome, we would collect all the translated sequences.
Metagenomic reads simulation

Dataset 1
To evaluate the performance of MetaCV on new species detection, we used inGAP (24) to simulate single-end short reads from each read donor genome. Among 578 known genera in RefSeq, 154 of them contain at least two species groups. For each of these 154 genera, only one strain from one species was selected as a read donor genome, while all the strains from the sister-species were used as references. For each donor genome, 1000 reads were generated for each different read length (as 100 bp, 200 bp, 400 bp, 600 bp, 800 bp and 1 kb, respectively). This procedure was repeated five times to estimate the variance of evaluation, and finally 4.6 million reads were generated. All the four methods, MetaCV, Phymm (13)3.2, BlastX2.2.24 and RAPSearch2 (11) 2.04 were applied to classify these reads against the same reference data set, in which Phymm utilized the nucleotide genomic sequences while MetaCV, BlastX and RAPSearch2 used the protein sequences.
Dataset 2
We also tested the sensitivity and specificity of MetaCV by using 'benchmarked' simulation datasets. Among the currently available 1691 prokaryotic genomes in the NCBI datasets, 428 of them were released after January 2011 and we used them as query genomes. The remaining 1263 genomes released before 2011 were regarded as references. Similar to the first dataset simulation procedure, by randomly selecting 1000 reads for each length variances from each genome and after a five-time repeat, a total of 12.8 million reads were simulated, among which 2.1 million reads were of 100 bp. Because this test tripled the number of simulation reads and doubled that of reference genomes comparing with Dataset 1, only MetaCV was applied to all simulated reads of different lengths, both Phymm and BlastX were restrictively applied to the classification of those 100-bp reads by considering the enormous time they consumed.RAPSearch2 was also applied to the 100-bp simulation data. All the simulated data and lists of both reads-donor and reference organisms are available online at http://metacv .sourceforge.net/.
Real NGS short reads from human gut samples Qin et al. (6) studied the structure of bacterial communities from 124 human gut samples by using paired-end Illuminia-sequencing technology. In their article, short reads were assembled into contigs, on which BlastX search against NR database (22) were applied, to obtain relative enrichment of non-divergent prokaryotes comparing with those sequences available genomes. Here we applied MetaCV on the same sequence data to predict the enrichment of microorganisms, then compared the most redundant organisms shared by cohorts of healthy people with the 'core set' provided by Qin et al. since assembled contigs are more likely to be from relatively enriched species.
RESULTS
We compared the performance between MetaCV and BlastX, which is time consuming but is still considered as the most accurate algorithm to perform homology search. The downstream taxonomic classification of the short reads based on the results of BlastX is proceeded by Megan (10). Phymm (13), a method adopted an Interpolated Markov model and is capable of classifying reads as short as 100 bp, and RAPSearch2, a fast alignment tool, were also applied on the same data for comparison. MetaCV adopted a score of 20 as a minimal value to filter the classification results for 100 bp reads (see 'Discussion' section for longer reads). A cutoff e-value of 1 e À 1 was applied to both BlastX and RAPSearch2 for all datasets. As Phymm did not claim a confidence threshold for its binning scores, no cutoff value was set.
Species-mask comparison of MetaCV with other approaches on Dataset 1
We first evaluated the performance of the four methods on detecting new species. Till now, there are 1691 complete prokaryotic genomes available in NCBI. By selecting 154 out of 578 genera in which two or more species are sequenced, we simulated short reads from one species of a genus with various lengths (see 'Materials and Methods' section for details), while the sequences from the sister species were used to build reference profiles, to perform a species-mask comparison. As expected, due to higher conservation of genes in the amino acid level than in the nucleotide level within and among species, MetaCV could classify 100-bp reads within their donor genera with sensitivity/specificity as 41%/80%, which are very comparable to those based on BlastX (41%/87%) and RAPSearch2 (41%/86%), and are considerably higher than those of Phymm (24%/26%). Among all the 154 genera we employed, MetaCV outperformed Phymm in 131 of them on sensitivity and all genera on specificity as shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1 . Interestingly, the average sensitivity of MetaCV on the genus level performs better than that of BlastX of up to 6%, the longer the simulated read length is, the higher sensitivity MetaCV reaches (Figure 2 ). This is because Megan (10), the methods used here to process BlastX results, tends to assign reads to the higher taxonomic levels than MetaCV does (Supplementary Figure S2) . That also explains why the effectivity of BlastX-based binning outperforms that of MetaCV on higher level comparison (Figure 2. ). In general, MetaCV detects novel species on short reads as effectively as BlastX does while it operates much more efficiently when comparing computational speed as shown in Figure 3A .
However, out of the 154 genera, 20 have sensitivity values <10% by MetaCV as shown in Figure 1 , and the scores were not significantly improved even when the length of simulated reads was extended from 100 to 1 kb (Figure 2 and Supplementary Table S2 ). Among the 20 genera, we noticed that 86% of the 100-bp reads simulated from Escherichia were classified to Shigella or into a higher level (Enterobacteriaceae family). The controversy on the phylogeny definition of Shigella and Escherichia has been existing for a long time (25) and it is debated Shigella should be redefined as an species group within Escherichia. If so, the sensitivity of MetaCV would be saved (to 95%) on the evaluation of family-prediction level.
Another interesting case came from genus Anabaena. On the first submission of this work, NCBI taxonomy showed that it had two species, Anabaena variabilis (strain ATCC 29413) and Nostoc azollae (strain 0708) and MetaCV classified 71% of the simulated reads from Anabaena variabilis into an organism from its neighbour genus, Nostoc punctiforme (strain PCC 73102). A further BlastP comparison was made to observe the protein-level divergence among the three organisms. As shown in Supplementary Figure S3 , there are only 41% proteins on Anabaena variabilis have matches on its sister-species, Nostoc azollae, with high identity (>50%). In contrast, 76% of proteins in Anabaena variabilis matched to Nostoc punctiforme, which indicates that Anabaena variabilis is phylogenetically closer to Nostoc punctiforme. A similar observation was also made based on the characteristics of cellular fatty acids (26) . Interestingly but not unexpectedly, NCBI taxonomy updated the phylogenetic relationship among them in 2012 (Supplementary Figure S3) , where Nostoc azollae was put under a new genus Trichormus, thus consequently avoided this controversy but still could not answer the challenge of MetaCV result.
We further performed an all-against-all BlastP comparison for the proteins in 154 genera, to figure out the correlation between BlastP-based similarity and MetaCV accuracy rate. As shown in Supplementary Figure S4 , the higher ratio of homologues shared within genus, the higher accuracy rate reached by MetaCV. To monitor the correlation between the composition scores and BlastX identities, we inspected them on 100-bp short reads from four genera by considering various homologue identities of BlastX from 60% to 90%, as shown in Supplementary  Figure S5 . Most of the reads with composition scores > 20 (the cutoff value) were correctly classified. Likewise, falsely classified reads usually have composition scores lower than the cutoff. We noticed that there were still a few reads with high composition scores and BlastX identities, but were falsely classified by both methods. For example, a 100-bp read was simulated from a RNA-directed DNA polymerase of Pectobacterium atrosepticum SCRI1043. However, it was classified to Erwinia tasmaniensis Et1/99. This is because the donor gene has a 91% similar homologue in Erwinia but no homologue in its sister-species.
Moreover, we observed that a small proportion of reads were assigned to a higher taxonomic level. This is due to the reason that the donor genes are highly conserved among many species and the reads were thus assigned to their last common ancestors. For example, we found that a read simulated from an acyltransferase of Pyrobaculum aerophilum (strain IM2) was classified into the Archaea domain, because this gene was highly conserved in many archaeal genera, i.e. Thermoproteus, Vulcanisaeta, Sulfolobus and Metallosphaera.
Performance evaluation on simulated 'randomized' metagenome datasets (Dataset 2)
The real metagenomic samples might have relatively simple community structures, reflected by DNA sampling from, i.e. acid mine drainage biofilms (27) . However, in most cases, environmental samples may include thousands of organisms from a wide spectrum of taxonomy. To build simulated datasets including random organisms to test these methods further, we chose the 428 genomes released after than January 2011 to simulate short reads, while the rest 1263 genomes published earlier to build reference database. The 'random' division of organisms into queries and references by their release dates could be used both to make a randomized mixture of read donor genomes and to inspect coverage of taxonomic tree by recent sequenced organisms.
Among the 428 query genomes distributed in 219 genera, 117 organisms (27%) come from 103 genera, averagely one organism per genus, which are brand new and distantly related to the reference organisms. Therefore, the simulated reads from the 117 organisms are considered as 'negative' in the comparison of genus level. On average, MetaCV could correctly assign 58% of 100-bp reads to their donor genera, slightly lower than that of BlastX (61%) and RAPSearch2 (60%) and much better than Phymm (28%) as shown in Figure 4 . On the comparison of family level, only 21 organisms (5%) from 17 new families are considered as 'negative', the rest 96 new-genus organisms are from 'known' families. Adding them reduces the overall sensitivity to 52% due to their divergence to any references, while the specificity remains the same.
Behaviour of MetaCV to deal with human DNA contaminations and prokaryotic non-coding sequences
It is worthy to note that some environmental samples are likely possible to be contaminated by eukaryotic DNA, especially for host-associated bacterial communities. In practice, an initial step to process potentially contaminated metagenomic data is to align them to known eukaryotic genomes and then to filter all the mapped reads. However, there still is a possibility that some host sequences pass the filtering step and are used to determine their 'bacterial original'. To test the robustness of MetaCV, we simulated 1 million 100-1000 bp random DNA segments from chromosome 1 of the human genome and applied MetaCV to do taxonomic classification. As shown in Supplementary Figure S6 , 95% of 100-bp human sequences were not assigned to any bacterial taxon when using a minimal identity score of 20 as a cutoff. The cutoff value reduces along with the increasing of read length at the same false positive rate of 5% (Supplementary Figure S6) . These cutoff values were applied all through this work.
As suggested by the anonymous reviewer, there is a possibility that non-coding sequences of prokaryotes could share similarities with reference sequences in the view of composition. To test this hypothesis, we inspected the classification results of the 66 817 non-coding reads (100 bp, on average 8.7% per genome) from the first simulated dataset (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Among them, 82.8% obtained a composition-identity score <20 (the cutoff value), compared with reference proteins. In this sense, not all metagenomic DNA sequences could be utilized for the estimation of taxonomic abundance by MetaCV: the more non-coding regions an organism has, the lower ratio of its short reads could pass the filter. On the other hand, we found 2572 of non-coding reads (0.3%) shown composition identity as high as 100 to reference proteins by using MetaCV, and they were further approved by using BlastX. This indicates these reads might come from real coding regions in the donor genome and were recognized as 'non-coding' due to incomplete annotation. As expected, MetaCV classified these reads with sensitivity as 86.0% and specificity as 94.7% on genus level (96.2% and 97.7% on family level, respectively).
A case study on 109 human gut metagenomic data
To further evaluate the performance of MetaCV on real datasets, we applied it to classify and annotate 371-Gb NGS reads from Meta-HIT (6). In Qin et al.'s study (6), short reads were first assembled into contigs, and then BlastX searches against NR databases (22) were applied to obtain the relative enrichment of identified microorganisms. Here we applied MetaCV on the same sequence data to predict the enrichment of microorganisms at a singleread resolution. To avoid bias of classification accuracy on different read lengths, 109 of 124 human faecal samples were selected which adopted Illumina 2 Â 75-bp paired-end sequencing technology. Among 4952 million reads in the raw data, 1530 million of them had composition identity scores >20 and were kept for further statistical analyses. As shown in Supplementary Figure S7 , Bacteroidetes, as the most abundant phylum reported by Qin et al. (6) , occupied 54% of the total reads from all 109 samples assigned by MetaCV, followed by Firmicutes (34%) and Proteobacteria (5%). It should be noted that MetaCV successfully identified an archaeal genus, Methanobrevibacter, which was recently reported as a human gut-associated archaeon and played an important role in the metabolism of hydrogen (28) . As shown in Figure 5B , healthy cohorts contain much less Methanobrevibacter, compared to the samples of ulcerative colitis or Crohn's disease patients, except for sample MH0011. Among the 271 490 reads contributed to a draft assembly (6) of Methanobrevibacter ($1.6 Mb), 74% of them were further confirmed as Methanobrevibacter by MetaCV. These reads could be evenly distributed along the contigs ( Figure 5C ), and we also identified a number of intraspecific polymorphic sites on them ( Figure 5D ), which may help investigate the relative enrichment of Methanobrevibacter strains at a deeper taxonomic level.
A list of 44 genera, which includes at least 400 reads per million sequences on average of all samples, is shown in Figure 5A and Supplementary Table S4 . Of the 44 genera, 31 were found to present in at least 50 gut specimens (Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary Figure S8) . Compared with the list of 27 genera reported by Qin et al. based on short read assembly, 13 of 27 genera have complete genomes available in the reference database of MetaCV, and all of them are top abundant in the MetaCV classifications, which implies that more abundant organisms tend to have a higher possibility to be assembled. MetaCV further investigated the genera with relatively lower abundance but present in a majority of cohorts. Most of them were considered as gastrointestinal bacteria by the Human Microbiome Project (HMP) (29) (Supplementary Table S4 ). MetaCV also identified a few gut-associated genera not listed in HMP (Figure 5B and  Supplementary Table S4) : Ethanoligenens, reported to have a possible correlation with Irritable Bowel Syndrome in rats by a recent study based on microarray analysis (30) ; Burkholderia, of which a type of bacteriophage is found to be enriched among viral community of human faeces (31); Spirochaeta, which may have a phylogenetically close relative in pig gut microbiota (32) ; and Fibrobacter, a type of polysaccharide-utilizing bacteria commonly existing in gut of rumen (33) .
In the studies of metagenomics, instead of only analysing abundance of species, it may be also important to detect the existence of specific genes or pathways, especially of the genes easily to be transferred horizontally. Furthermore, as most enriched functional categories are usually for basic metabolic processes (Supplementary Figure S9) , it makes the studies on low abundant pathways necessary. Abundance of functional categories assigned by MetaCV shows less fluctuation compared to the taxonomic classifications ( Supplementary Figures S10  and S11 ). This was further confirmed by using the simulation data, on which the accuracy of function prediction outperforms that of taxonomic classification on different read lengths, as shown in Figure 3B . A possible reason is that the definition systems of gene functions, like KEGG (23) and eggnog (34), etc. are based on homology comparison, and provide a relatively 'fair' standard than that of the definition of taxonomic groups which depends on the collections of phenotypes and metabolism features.
DISCUSSION
Although limited prokaryotes have whole genome sequence available at present and most of them are human disease related, more and more organisms are being sequenced and assembled in laboratories worldwide. Bergey's Manual Trust initialized a large-scale genome sequencing project, which aims to cover most phyla of prokaryotes. Department of Energy of the USA supported a project of 'A Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea' for the same purpose. Classifications of taxon-unknown sequences based on homology search will largely benefit from the sharp increase of whole prokaryotic genomes in the next few years. At present, divergent organisms, which lack closely related references, are hard to be correctly classified by supervised (or reference-guided) methods including MetaCV. In an evaluation on genus-masking comparison (Supplementary Figure S12) , none of the methods involved have acceptable sensitivities to trace short reads back to their donor families, although the specificities of MetaCV and BlastX are >60% on average. This problem can be partially overcome by incorporating with unsupervised methods, like TETRA (14) etc., which can efficiently discover new genera or even far related organisms. The integration of two or more types of algorithms calls for further study.
Another way to detect very divergent organisms, when sharing enough oligopeptides between query reads and reference genes are rare possible, is to allow mutations in the process of composition comparison, i.e. to avoid the requirement of exact matching of k-strings. It is well known that the replacement of some residues by other ones with the same physical properties, basic or acidic, hydrophobic or hydrophilic, might not affect the folding of proteins and are tolerated by natural selection during evolution. This has been also reflected more or less in scoring matrices adopted by BlastP alignment. Naturally, simplifying the alphabet of 20 amino acids in MetaCV will be a candidate solution.
The only parameter in this method is the length of oligopeptides K, of which the selection has been discussed to highlight the phylogenetic signals within compositions for phylogenetic study of prokaryote relationships (18, 35) .
In this study, we tested the performance of MetaCV under different K-values. Taking calculating time into account, K = 6 runs 20 times faster than K = 5 (Supplementary Figure S13) , and faster further than K = 4. For accuracy of classification, K = 6 has sensitivities almost identical to K = 5 but has much higher specificities (Supplementary Figure S14) . Therefore, K is set as 6 by default in MetaCV and is also adopted throughout this work. Kvalues > 6 are not considered, because the number of oligopeptide types is over 1 Â 10 9 , which makes the composition database too large to load in many workstations.
In general, MetaCV not only performs taxonomic classification at various levels from genus to phylum but also provides functional annotation for short reads without any assembly. In addition, it can compare multiple samples and report differentially enriched taxonomic or functional categories. MetaCV is implemented in C+ + and is integrated with R scripts to generate figures and tables. Comparing with BlastX, MetaCV speeds up computing >300-fold faster, which mainly benefits from its searching strategy of compositions instead of doing alignment. 
